Probing the two-gate mechanism of DNA gyrase using cysteine cross-linking.
Cross-linking a pair of novel cysteine residues on either side of the bottom dimer interface of DNA gyrase blocks catalytic supercoiling. Limited strand passage is allowed, but release of the transported DNA segment (T segment) via opening of the bottom dimer interface is prevented. In contrast, ATP-independent relaxation of negatively supercoiled DNA is completely abolished, suggesting that T-segment entry via the bottom gate is blocked. These findings support a two-gate model for supercoiling by DNA gyrase and suggest that relaxation by gyrase is the reverse of supercoiling. Cross-linking a truncated version of gyrase (A64(2)B2), which lacks the DNA wrapping domains, does not block ATP-dependent relaxation. This indicates that passage of DNA through the bottom dimer interface is not essential for this reaction. The mechanistic implications of these results are discussed.